
CSC Dec 2019 - Comments

Session ID Additional Comments What subjects would you like 

to see addressed in future 

CSCs?

PC1 Fantastic program - lots of time 

for interaction with other 

attendees

PC1 The room was very cold More leadership, more risk 

assessment

PC1 Backward facing chains are 

very uncomfortable. Great 

speaker, more real world 

examples would be good

PC1 Technical issue, music in next 

room impacted flow a bit but 

presenter did a great job of 

acknowledging and minimizing 

with humor

PC1 A great session. Great 

combination of lecture and 

group discussion

PC1 More information about women 

as leaders would have been 

prefered

PC1 Very good leadership content, 

would like more women vs 

men insight

PC1 I really enjoyed the subject 

matter, presenters expertise 

and demeanor, and the 

discussion opportunities

PC1 There were many slides we 

could not read too much very 

small font. It was on the wall 

so could have been expanded. 

Most of us could not read a 

word so lost all the content



CSC Dec 2019 - Comments

Session ID Additional Comments What subjects would you like 

to see addressed in future 

CSCs?

PC1 Great speaker and topic Improving performance

PC1 Fantastic speaker!

PC1 The room was very cold

PC1 Too cold!

PC1 Too cold in room! Great session, would like some 

further women specific 

examples and topics

PC1 Great program and informative

PC1 Great personality and attitude. 

Visuals hard to read. Some 

unavoidable repetition in 

presentation

Value, non hourly billing

PC1 Courtney makes learning fun, 

her passion. She is an 

inspirational leader and trainer

PC1 Slides difficult to read

PC1 Screen was dark to see all 

small print. Examples of 

individuals who have become 

leaders through program

PC1 Photographer was overly 

distracting. Colors on screen 

faded into the wall making it 

difficult to read

PC1 Great presentation. It really got 

me thinking about the topics 

presented and I appreciated 

the discussions we had.

More leadership panels and, or 

workshops such as this one


